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Global Issue Description
● People are using drones for armies and wars.  
● The United States has been using drones to kill terrorists in many different 

countries since 9/11/01.   
● Pakistan, Yemen, and Somalia have been have been supported by 61% of 

Americans.   In Pakistan, 2010 had the most US drone strikes.  



Change
● People shouldn’t use drones in wars and armies because people get killed by 

drones in armies and wars.



My Data & Graph
● My graph shows how people find ways to not use drones.



My Graph Analysis
● My graph shows how people can 

stop using drones in wars by 
protests, posters in the community 
and writing a letter to the president 
and most people said they wanted 
to protest. 



Graph #1 Research
● The graph image gives you the percentage of how many drone strikes in 

Yemen, Pakistan and Somolia.  
● Most drone strikes were in Pakistan.  
● There is an image of a pie chart with percentage of drone strikes.



Graph #1 Analysis
This graph is about the percentage and 
numbers of drone strikes in Yemen, 
Pakistan and Somalia.  This graph 
shows that: Pakistan has 308 drone 
strikes which is the most amount of 
drone strikes which is about ¾ of the 
circle of drone strikes where Yemen has 
107 drone strikes which is the second 
most amount of drone strikes which is ¼ 
of the circle.   I can use this graph to help 
with the change I want to make for my 
issue by seeing which countries really 
need to stop having drone strikes.  A 
suggestion I have about my issue based 
on this graph is drone strikes should be 
illegal in Pakistan and Somalia. 



Graph #2 Research
● The graph image tells you how many drone 

strikes there were when Obama and Bush 
were president and how many people were 
killed by year using drones in armies.  

● The graph image tells me that in Pakistan, 
most people were killed by drone strikes in 
2010.  

● The graph says that in Yemen, most people 
were killed by drone strikes in 2012.  In 
Pakistan, the least amount of people were 
killed by drone strikes in 2004.  

● In Yemen, the least amount of people were 
killed in 2010. 



Graph #2 Analysis
● This graph is shows that the United States drone 

strikes there were in Pakistan and Yemen and 
people killed each year by drone strikes.  

● Each year Pakistan had more drone strikes than 
Yemen.  

● The year 2010 has had the most drone strikes in 
Pakistan and 874 people were killed in 2010 by 
drone strikes.  

● The only year more people were killed by drone 
strikes in Yemen than Pakistan was 2012 which 
was 407 which was the time when most people 
were killed by drone strikes.  

● I can use this graph to help with the change I want 
to make for my issue by figuring out how we can 
stop drone strikes.  

● A suggestion I have about my issue based on this 
graph is drone strikes should be illegal.



Graph #3 Research
● The graph tells you the estimation of 

deaths during drone strikes in Pakistan 
from January 1, 2006 to October 26, 
2009 using militant deaths and civilian 
deaths.  

● I notice that 2009 has the most militant 
deaths and 2008 has the least amount 
of militant deaths.  

● I notice that between 2006-2007 has 
the least amount of civilian deaths and 
2008 has the most amount civilian 
deaths.  

● I notice that not just military people are 
being killed but also people who are just 
pedestrians are being killed. 



Graph #3 Analysis
● This graph shows deaths from 

militants and civilians in drone strikes 
from 2006-2009 in Pakistan.  

● This graph shows that 41 drone strikes 
happened under Bush and 42 drone 
strikes happened under Obama.

● In 2009, there were 340 militant 
deaths which were the most amount 
of militant deaths in drone strikes.  

● In 2008, there were the least amount  
militant deaths in drone strikes which 
the amount of deaths were 126.  

● In 2008, there were the most amount 
of civilian deaths which were 175 
deaths in drone strikes.  

● From 2006-2007, there were the least 
amount of deaths which was 4 deaths 
in drone strikes. 



Final Suggestion

● NO DRONE STRIKES AT ALL!!!!
● MAKE DRONE STRIKES ILLEGAL 
● BECAUSE DRONE STRIKES KILL MANY 
● PEOPLE!!!! Like in Graph 3 I noticed that 

also pedestrians are being killed BUT 

ALSO MILITARY PEOPLE ARE ALSO 
BEING KILLED.


